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In this passage, the allusion to ghosts vanishing at daybreak is obvious. 
and I assume the siren is an air-raid siren since the book began its ser- 
ialization during World War 11, in 1944. 
Ot the books which Lewis knocks off the table, I have suggested so 
far only The Romance of the Rose and Chaucer's early volumes; these, 
however, must be taken as typical or their genre rathe r than as direct 
influences. The May day or springtime opening can be found as early as 
the epithalamlon written by the Bishop EModius at the turn of the fifth 
to the Sl.Xth century. 3 I do not know when poets began fallin11 asleep over 
their books only to have bookish dreams, but I understand there are 
French models Cor Chaucer. 4 Even in the material lo which I now turn, 
the Influence of Dante's Divine Comedy, on Lewis's book, a critic may 
find other sources. although I believe Dante to be without doubt the pri- 
mary one. For example, the appearance of George Macdonald lo Lewis 
in the book Is as lbe appearances oC Virgil and Beatrice to Dante, but 
Virgil and Beatrice arc not the only guides to appear to a writer in a 
dream-vision: in Chaucer's The Parlement of Foules, already mention- 
ed, Chaucer reads in the Slmn.lum Scipionis of how the elder ACcicanus 
appeared to Scipio, the younger Africanus, in a dream; then, when 
Chuacer sleeps that night the elder ACrlcanus appears to him also. So 
the device is both classical and Chaucer-ran, as well as Dantean. 
Let me, however, be orderly in my presentation of Oantean allu- 
sions. The lnfiuence of Dante is suggested early 10 The Great Divorce 
when lbe bus drrvee appears: 
lt was a wonderful vehicle, blazing with golden light, hcrald- 
1cally coloured. The Driver himself seemed full of light and 
be used only one hand to drive with. The olbcr he waved be- 
fore his face as il to fan away the greasy steam of the rain. 
(p. 15) 
This heavenly driver reflects the angel who appears in the ninth canto or 
the ln!erno to open jne gates or the City of Dis for Dante and Virgil: 
---And as the frogs, spying the Cocman snake, 
Go squatter-mg over the pond, and dive, and sil 
Huddled in the mud, even so I saw them break 
Apart, whole shoals of ruined spirits. and nit 
Scudding from the path of one who came to us, 
Walking the water of Styx with unwet feet. 
His left hand, moving, ranned away the gross 
Air Crom his face, nor elscwise did he seem 
At ail to find the way laborious. 
(I. 1.X. 76-83; Sayers, l, p. 125)5 
This angel walking the water or the Styx may remind a reader of Christ 
on the Sea of Galilee (e.g .• Matthew 14: 25-31), and likewise a reader 
might identify Lewis's Driver with Christ, for George Macdonald says 
later in the book: "Only the Greatest of all can make Himself small 
enough to enter Ilell. For the higher a thing is, the lower it can descend- 
a man can sympathise with a horse but a horse cannot sympathise with a 
rat. Only One has descended into Hell" (p. 114h I cannot make up my 
mind whether Lewis has simply contradicted himself here, or if he has 
depicted the Harrowing of Hell in terms of a Driver picking up bus pass- 
engers. 6 But however this may be, the actual parallel between the Dan- 
tean angel and Lewis's bus-driver is the waving away of foul air, a minor 
allusion perhaps but one which prepares for other parallels to come. 
1 have already suggested that George MacDonald is to Lewis in 
The Great Divorce as Virgil and Beatrice, Dante's two guides, are to 
him in The Divine Comedy. Actually, I was exaggerating to some ex- 
tent. Most readers remember that Virgil was Dante's guide through 
Hell and bis companion up Mount Purgatory, but forget that Bc1'Y'ice 
became Dante's guide for the last part of his journey, through Heaven. 
(l am assuming that most readers do not reach the Paradiso.) Lewis, 
in The Great Divorce, compares MacDonald only to Beatrice. in a 
passage which shall be quoted below. but I think a critical case may be 
made for the Virgilian analogy. At the first of the Inferno, Virgil 
(presumably standing allegorically for his works) is able to reach Dante 
whi le-he is astray in the Dark Wood, when Beatrice is not able to affect 
him directly; likewise, MacDonald's book Phantastes was able to reach 
Lewis when he was an atheist, to begin his conversion to Christianity. 
So there is a parallel; there is also a difference. Virgil was not a 
Christian, ans so was not able to go all the way thrrugh the afterlife 
with Dante; Beatrice had to take up the journey. But MacDonald was a 40 
The (:real Divorce, a small book by C. S. Lewis, appeared with 
a subtitle, \ !>ream, from Geoffrey Bies. London, in 1945, and the 
next year without the subtitle from the Macmlllian Company in New 
York. It had previously appeared In a religious periodical, The Guardian, 
as a serial from November 10, 1944, to April 13, 1945, under the title 
"Who Goes ttome " or, The Grand Divorce." 
Al \lythcon I, I read the Cirst part and an incomplete second part 
or a series or papers on C.S. Lewrs" The Great Divorce, these being 
Part I: The Medieval Analogues, and Part II: The Modern Analogues. 
1 have here revised and expanded (slightly) the second of these. 
My study of the book falls Into five parts. The third part Is a 
bibliographic study of the variations in the different editions, the fourth 
parl a literary evaluation, and the fifth will be a religious study. I 
hope to read parts three, four, and five al Mythcon II (or perhaps only 
lhe fourth and rifth parts, if the bibliographic third part turns out more 
printable than readable). 
I. The Medieval Analogues 
The Great Divorce rs , as its English subhtlc indicates, A Dream 
--a dream vision, m our usual terminology. Dante's Divine Comedy is 
the i:reatest medieval example or this kind (perhaps the greatest example 
of any period), and 1..ewis's indebtedness to Dante will be the main con- 
sideration or this first section. But The Creal Divorce also owes a debt 
lo the medieval love-atjegor-rea, about which Lewis wrote in The Allegory 
or Love (1936). For example, The Romance of lhe Rose opens (after a 
brier discussion or the truth or some dreams) with the narrator Calling 
asleep and dreaming on a May day beside a ruver-, Birds sing. Chaucer 
translates: 
The byrdes that han left her song, 
While they sufCride cold so strong, 
In wedres gryl and derk lo sigbte, 
Ben in May, for the sonne brighle, 
So glade that they shewe in syngyng 
That in her hertis is sich Lykyng 
Thal they mote syngen and be light. I 
Lewrs uses this convention but not at the first of his "poem": while he 
(the unnamed narrator, but fictionally the same as 1..ewis) arrives on 
the Cringes of heaven, he finds a river winding across the plain, a sum- 
mer morning, and a bird singing: 
Al last the top of the cliff became visible like a thin line of 
emerald green stretched tight as a riddle-string. Presently 
we ghded over that top: we were nying above a level, grassy 
country through which there ran a wide river. We were losing 
height now: some of the tallest tree tops were only twenty 
feet below us. Then, suddenly, we were at rest. • .. 1 was 
alone in the bus, and through the open door there came to me 
in the fresh stillness the singing of a lark. 
I got out. The light and coolness that drenched me were 
like those of summer morning, early morning a minute or two 
before the sunnse. . .. (p. 26)2 
The other conversation drawn from the medieval but non-Dantean 
dream-visions is that of suggesting the material of the dream was inself 
suggested by reading. For example, Chaucer's The Book of the Duch- 
ess opens with a sleepless Chaucer getting up at night to read Ovid's 
talc of Ceyx and Alcyone, and Chaucer's The Parlement of Foules begins 
with the poet reading Cicero's Somnium Scipionis. Lewis's work has no 
opening which tells or the railing asleep over a book, but it does have an 
awakening at the end which implies the former: 
Screaming, 1 buried my face in the fold of my Teacher's robe, 
'The morning! The morning!' l cried, 'I am caught by the 
morning and I am a ghost. ' But it was too late. The light, 
like solid blocks, intolerable of edge and weight, came thund- 
ering upon my head. Next moment the folds of my Teacher's 
garment were only the folds of the old ink-stained cloth on my 
study table which l had pulled down with me as I fell from my 
chair. The blocks of light were only the books which l bad 
pulled off with it, falling about my head. I awoke in a cold 
room, hunched on the Iloor beside a black and empty grate, 
the clock striking three, and the siren howling overhead. 
(pp. 117-118) 
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foothills of the mountains. Then, still like a star, 1 saw them 
winding up, scaling what seemed impossible steeps, and quick- 
er every moment, till near the dim brow of the landscape, so 
hight that I must strain my neck to see them, they vanished, 
bright themselves, into the rose-brightness of that everlast- 
ing morning. (This vanishing a symbol of the union with God?) 
WhUe I still watched, I noticed that the whole plain and 
and forest were shaking with a sound which in our world would 
be too large to hear, but there I could take it with joy. I knew 
it was not the Solid People who were singing. It was the voice 
of that earth, those woods and those waters. A strange archa- 
ic, inorganic noise, that came from all directions at once. 
The Nature or Arch-nature of that land rejotced to have been 
once more ridden, and therefore consummated, in the person 
of the horse. It sang, 
'The Master says to our master, Come up. Share my 
rest and splendour till all natures that were your enemies (the 
lizard which symbolized lust) become slaves to dance before 
you and backs for you to ride (the transformed lizard, the 
stallion, presumably symboll:ting~), and firmness for 
your feet to rest on. 
'From beyond all place and time, out of the very Place, 
authority will be given you: the strenths that once opposed 
your will (the lust again) shall be obedient fire In your blood 
and heavenly thunder in your voice. 
'Overcome us that, so overcome, we may be ourselves: 
we desire the begiMing of your reign as we desire dawn and 
dew, wetness at the birth of light. 
'Master, your Master has appointed you for ever: to be our 
our King of Justice and our high Priest.' I:! (pp. 93-95) 
Likewise, after Statlus has finished his purgation on the Cornice of 
Sloth and Is freed to mount Heaven, the whole or the Mountain (however 
In Dante not nature but the souls sing): 
We had already left (Hugh Capet), and were striving 
To pick our arduous way along the rock 
As best we might with all our powers' contriving, 
When sudden I felt the whole mount shake with shock, 
Like as to fall, and chillness gripped me, even 
As it grips one who's going to the block. 
No more stupendous thrust, for sure was given 
To Delos, ere Latona nested there 
For to give birth lo the twin eyes of heaven. 
Then all around a shout went through the air, 
Such that my master drew him to my side 
And said, "Fear nothing; thou art in my care." 
"Gloria in excelsis," far and wide-- 
As I perceived by hearing those near me-- 
AU "in excelsls Deo !" called and cried. 
Quite motionless and stupefied stood we, 
Just like the shepherds who first heard that strain, 
Till the strain closed and earthquake ceased to be. 
Then we took up our holy way again, 
Our eyes upon the prostrate shades, returning 
Already to their wonted sad refrain. 
(II. xx. 124-144; Sayers, II, pp. 227-228) 
Statius, in contrast to the young man and out of courtesy to Dante and 
Virgil, does not move towards lleaven so quickly, but stays to walk with 
the poets. 
Another interesting parallel with Dante's Comedy is a procession 
which appears, not much like the allegorical pageant in which Beatrice 
comes to Dante but both having angels strewing flower petals. Deatrice 
1s in a chariot pulled by a Gryphon (ch. 11. xxtx), in the place of the Host 
in a Corpus Chl'lsti procession: 
As the blest dead at the last trump shall rise 
Swift from their graves, with glad melodious strife 
Of new-found tongues and hallelujah-cries, 
So on the chariot divine rose rife 
By hundreds there, ad vocem tanti senis. 
The court and couriers of eternal life. 
All these proclaimed: "Benedictus qui venis," 
And, tossing flowers about them low and high, 
Cried, "Manibus 0 date !ilia plenis." 
(II. xxx, 13-21; Sayers, JI, p. 307) 
Dante almost immediately recognizes her: 
... through cloud on cloud of flowers 
Flung from angelic hands and falling down 
Over the car and all around in showers, 
In a white veil beneath an olive-crown 
Appeared to me a lady cloaked in green, 
And living flame the colour of her gown; 
And instantly, for all the years between 
Since her mere presence with a kind of fright 
Could awe me and make my spirit faint within, 
There came on me, needing no further sight, 
Just by that strange, outflowing power of hers 
The old, old love in all its mastering might, 
(u. xxx. 28-39; Sayers, II, p. 308) 
The new-made man turned and clapped the new horse's 
neck, It nosed his bright body. Horse and master breathed 
each into the other's nostrils ...• In joyous haste the young 
man leaped upon the horse's back .•.• They were off before 
I well knew what was happening. There was riding, if you 
like! l came out as quickly as I could from among the bushes 
to follow them with my eyes; but already they were only like 
a shooting star far off on the green plain, and soon among the 
salvation: 
Christian, and thus, in Lewis's book, is able to function both as Virgil 
and Beatrice. 
And with this argument, I have reached Beatrice, so let me quote 
the passage in The Great Divorce in which Lewis (the Character) first 
speaks to Macdonald: 
•.. I tried, trembling, to tell this man all that his writings had 
done for me. I tried to tell how a certain frosty afternoon at 
Leatherhead Station when I first bought a copy of Phantastes 
(being then about sixteen years old) had been to me what the 
first sight of Beatrice had been to Dante: Here begins the 
New Life. I started to confess how long that Life had delayed 
in the region of imagination merely: how slowly and reluct- 
antly I had come to admit that his Christendom had more than 
an accidental connexton with it, how hard I had tried not to see 
that true name or the quality which first met me In his books 
is llohness. He laid his hand on mine and stopped me. 
'Son,' he said, 'your love--all love--is of inexpressible 
value to me. But it may save precious lime' (here he suddenly 
looked very Scotch) 'if I inform ye that I am already well ac- 
quainted with these biographical details. In fact, I have no- 
ticed that your memory misleads you in one or two particu- 
lars.' (pp. 59-60) 
In a general sense, Georee Macdonald can easily appear here as "the 
God-bearing image"7 to Lewts, as Beatrice appeared to Dante (and what 
a mild rebuke Macdonald gives Lewis, above, compared to that Beatrice 
gives Dante !l Indeed, since \1acdonald began his adult career as a 
Congregational preacher and ended up an Anglican layman writing books, 
he is certainly part of the Christian tradruon or artistic instruction (as- 
suming sermons.!!!!}' be artistic), and thus may stand for a strain of the 
"prophetic" Church tradition which is continually aMounclng the good- 
news to man; and, In his eonnectton to the universal Church, may resem- 
ble Beatrice who appears In the Procession of the Host, and who thus 
symbolizes (or is), in onw sense, the Church. 8 But 1 am going outside 
of any comments in The Great Divorce to find an extensive allegorical 
Interpretation of Macdonald: Lewis establishes the literal and moral 
levels in the above passage, no more. 9 
IC Macdonald is the God-bearing image for Lewis, then we might 
assume, within the context of The Great Divorce, that the other souls 
from Hell are also met with their God-bearing lmages--as Pam, for· 
example, is met by her brother, Reginald (one of the two Instances in 
which the names or both characters are given). But she does not seem 
to find the experience exciting or sacramentally significant: 
They must have met only a moment before we ran across them, 
for the Ghost was just saying in a tone of unconcealed disap- 
pointment, 'Ob ... Reginald! It's~· is 1t?1 
'Yes, dear," said the Spirit. 'I know you expected some- 
one else. Can you •. 1 hope you can be a little glad to see even 
me; for the present. ' 
'l did think Michael (Later rdenttf'red as her son) would 
have come,' said the Ghost; and then, almost fiercely, 'He 
ls here, of course?' 
- 'He's there--far up in the mountains.' 
'Why hasn't he come to meet me? Didn't he know?' (p. 82) 
Rather than aaymgthat the Ghosts are met by their God-bearing Images, 
in The Great Divorce we need to say that they are met by Spirits who 
ocrer to be their God-bearing images. For example, the naked Spirit 
gives this o!Cer to the Ghost dressed in finery: 
'· .• you're going in the wrong direction. It's back there--to 
the mountains--you need to go. You can lean on me all the 
way. I can't absolutely carry you, but you need have almost 
no weight on your own feet: and it will hurt less at every step.' 
(p. 56) 
Lewis's use of these potential God-bearing images is indicative of his 
difference from Dante in locale. Dante has the souls of those purged of 
their sins met in the Garden of Eden--or, at least, Dante is so met by 
Beatrice; Dorothy Sayers conjectures (on pp. 327-328 or her translation 
of the Purgatorio) that Statius, who is accompanying Dante _at that point, 
sees his private God-bearing image and does not see Beatr-ice, If Sayers 
is correct, then each saved soul is greeted by that per son who has helped 
him most towards salvation. This greeting obviously works well at the 
entrance to Heaven, to Paradiso, where Dante places it. But Lewis bas 
the souls or those not purged of their sins met on ground lying near Hea- 
ven but not precisely in true Heaven--a Purgatorial journey to the moun- 
tains faces those Ghosts who choose salvation. Thus the Gnosts are not 
greeted in precisely the Dantean sense, but instead are offered help. 10 
Another parallel with Dante's poem is found if we considered the 
one Ghost--the young man with the red lizard--wbo is met not by a Spirit 
but by an Angel: after the angel bas killed the lizard (only for it to be 
transformed into a white stallion I 1), Nature celebrates the young man's 
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In the passage quoted in the first part of this paper, the narrator 
of The Great Divorce awoke from bis dream, knocking off his study table 
a number of books. I have suggested some medieval works which, to 
one degree or another, could have "caused" his dream. ln this second 
section of the paper, l turn to modern works--works of the last hundred 
years--wbicb also seem part of the mental mixture inspiring The Great 
Divorce.l 
---""First, before turning to more serious influences, let me note a 
brief allusion. When the bus flies up from Hell to the border of Heaven, 
the arrival is described with this sentence: "At last the top of the cliff 
became visible like a thin llne of emerald green stretched tight as a 
fiddle-string"(p. 26). A similar phrase appears in a story by Rudyard 
Kipling entitled, "'The Finest Story in the World'": 
'One minute, Charlie. When the sea topped the bulwarks, 
what did it look like?' I had my reasons for asking. A man 
of my acquaintance had once gone down with a leaking ship in 
a still sea. and bad seen the water-level pause for an instant 
ere it fell on the deck. 
'It looked just like a banjo-string drawn tight. and it 
seemed to stay there for years,' said Charlie. 
Exactly! The other man had said: 'It looked like a silver 
wire laid down along the bulwarks, and I thought it was never 
going to break. 12 
n. The Modern Analogues 
(Dante) stopped lecturing people (as in the Convino); and, throw- 
ing to the winds all his theories about nobel diction and the 
elegant construction of Odes, he sat down, using any language 
that came handy--dialect forms, baby-language, Latin tags, 
nonsene-words. and even (U absolutely necessary) inferior 
lines or no more than ten syllables--and with colossal humility, 
colossal self-confidence, and a very practical charity he start- 
ed teLUng them a story. 
Lewis also gives the impression of using any Language which comes handy 
--and sometimes unhandy: 
... I noticed that I could see the grass not only between my 
feet but through them. I also was a phantom. Who will give 
me words to express the terror of that discovery? 'Colly!' 
thought I, 'I'm in for it this time.' (p. 28) 
The second attitude is Dante's view of himself as a comic figure 
(the passage JUSt quoted from Lewis, in addition to having colloquial 
forms--"GoUy I" and "in for lt"--may be intended to be humorous.) 
Dorothy Sayers writes: 
Except for those clearly indicated passages in which be allows 
bis prophetic function, and not himself, to speak by his mouth, 
(Dante) has conceived his own character from start to finish in 
a consistent spirit of comedy. Seldom has an autobiographer 
presented the world with a less heroic picture of himself, or 
presented bis own absurdities so lovably. Whether he 1s mumb- 
ling excuses for himself in the Dark Wood, or turning green 
in the face before the Gates of Dis, or lingering hke a reluct- 
ant child at Farinata's tomb while bis escort' ls calling him 
to come on, or being 'less lntelllgent than usual' about the 
Ethics. or pottering 'bemused' alone rocky terraces in Immin- 
ent peril of falling off. or likening himself to a little goat, or 
a baby stork, or to a man walking along the street in blissful 
unconsciousness of something funny stuck In his hat, or asking 
inappropriate questions which make Beatrice look at him 'as 
a mother looks on her delirious child'. or trotting forward to 
answer St. Peter's viva voce 'like a Baccalaureate, equipping 
himself with every argument' and anxious to do credit to him- 
self and his teachers. his self-portrait Is saturated with a 
delicate and d1sarnung awareness or himself as a comic figure. 
This view which Miss Sayers presents of The Divine Comedy as a comedy, 
is not the typical modern view. Yet Chaucer may have felt it, f~r ho 
certainly uses materials he borrows from Dante In The House of Fame 
for humor, and be learned somewhere, perhaps from Dante, the use or 
the funny autobiographer for The Canterbury Tales. In the case of The 
Great Divorce. allowing the humor to be 11dellcate," not robust, I pick 
this example to indicate the foolishness of Lewis (the character): 
..• a new idea had just occurred to me. lf the grass were 
hard as rocks, I thought, would not the water be hard enough 
to walk on? I tried it with one foot, and my foot did not go In. 
Next moment 1 stepped boldly out on the surface (of the river). 
l fell on my face at once and got some nasty bruises. I had 
forgotten that though It was, to me, solid, it was not the less 
in rapid motion, When 1 bad picked myself up I was about 
thirty yards further downstream than the point where I bad 
left the bank. But this did not present me from walking up- 
stream: It only meant that by walking very fast indeed I made 
very little progress. (pp. 43-44) 
What keeps this pratfall (or, more correctly, phizfall) from broad humor 
Is the point of view: Lewis the character does not see anything humorous 
in bis [all and so the effect is muted. 
Here. on this note of slapstick told by the victim, 1 conclude the 
medieval analogues for The Great Divorce. 
loquial: 
Third, Dante's Comedy ends with a (symbolic) vision of God as a circular 
rainbow uu. xxxilL 85-141); Lewis's Comedy ends with a brief hint or 
a vision of God in the image or a sunrise: 
'It comes! It comes!' (the "ten thousand tengues of men and 
woodland angels and the wood itselr'') sang. 'Sleepers awake! 
It comes, it comes, it comes. ' One dreadful glance over my 
should I essayed--not long enough to see (or did l see?) the 
rim of the sunrise that shoots Time dead with golden arrows 
and puts to flight all phantasmal shapes. (p. 117) 
The awakening. which follows, was quoted earlier in this paper. 
In addition to these Dantean allusions. two Dantean attitudes appear 
--or, at least. two attitudes as Dorothy Sayers interpretes them. ln a 
paper. "• ... And Telling You a Story': a Note on The Divine Comedy. "15 
Miss Sayers makes two points which apply equally to Lewis's The Great 
Divorce. First, she indicates Dante's _attitude toward the use of the col- 42 
In The Great Divorce the lady comes walking on the grass, not (certainly) 
clothed like Beatrice: 
Some kind ot procession was approaching us, and .•. light came 
from the persons who composed it. 
First came bright Spirits, not the Spirits of men, who 
danced and scattered nowers--aoundleaaly !ailing, llghUy 
drifting flowers, though by the standards of the ghost-world 
each petal would have been like the crashing of boulders. Then, 
shapes, boys upon one hand, and girls upon the other. (Beatrice 
had three women dancing on one side of her chariot and four 
women on the other; she was preceded by twenty-four elders 
and four beasts.) ll l could remember their singing and write 
down the notes, no man who read that score would ever grow 
sick or old. Between them went the musicians: and alter these 
a lady in wnoae honour all this was being done. 
I cannot now remember whether she was naked or clothed. 
If she were naked, then it must have been the almost visible 
penumbra of her courtesy and JOY which produces in my mem- 
ory the illusion of a great and shining train that followed her 
across the happy grass. lf she were clothed, then the illusion 
or nakedness Is doubUeaa due to the clarity with which her in- 
most spirit shone through the clothes. For clothes in that 
country are not a disguise: the spiritual body lives along each 
thread and tuns them into living organs. 13 A robe or crown la 
there as much one of the wearer's features as a lip or an eye. 
But I have forgotten. And only partly do I remember the 
unbearable beauty of her face. 
'Is it? .•. is it?' I whispered to my guide. 
'Not at all,' said he. 'It's someone ye'll never have heard 
of. Her name on earth was Sarah Smith a.nd she lived at Gol- 
der& Green.' (pp. 97-98) 
Even the hesitating question or Lewis--'ls it? •.• Is it? '--may be meant 
to echo the speech of Deatice to Dante--"We are, we are Beatrice" (D. 
xxx. 73: "ben sem, ben aem Beatrice"). But the main purpose of Lewis 
ls moral: be goes on to indicate that the young men and women who sing 
beside Sarah Smith are those who were infiuenced by her on earth, and 
that her lack or reknown on earth only indicates that Came in heaven and 
lame on earth are two very different things. 
How many other echoes and imitations of Dante appear in The 
Great Divorce I am not certain, but I have noticed three other passages 
which I will list here. First, George Macdonald mentions that the Ro- 
man emperor Trajan, who of course in life was a pagan, was one Ghost 
who came from the gray town on a Refrigerium and stayed (p. 61); Dante 
sees him in the Heaven of the Just (Ill. xx. 44-48, 106-107). Second, in 
the conversation between the painters a fountain is mentioned which com- 
bines the effect or the streams Lethe and Eunoe from which Dante drinks 
on top of Mount Purgatory, the first of which gives him forgetfulness of 
past evil and sin, and the second of which restores bis memory but with- 
out shame or bitterness (ll. xxxi. 1-13, 91-105, JCXXUi. 91-99, for Lethe; 
and xxxiii. 112-145, for Eunoe}. Here is the conversation between Lew- 
is's painters: 
' ... Every poet and musician and artist, but for Grace, Is 
drawn away from love of the thing be tells. to love of the tell- 
ing till, down ln Deep Hell, they cannot be interested in God 
at aU but only in what they say about Him. For it doesn't stop 
at being interested in paint, you know. They sink lower--be- 
come interested in their own personalities and then in nothing 
but their own reputations. ' 
'l don't think I'm much troubled in that way,' said the 
Ghost stiffly. -- 
'That's excellent,' said the Spirit. 'Not many of us had 
quite got over it when we first arrived. But if there is any of 
that inflammation left It will be cured when you come to the 
fountain.' 
'What fountam's that?' 
'It is up there in the mountains.' said the Spirit. 'Very 
cold and clear, between two green bills. A little like Lethe. 
When you have drunk of it you forget forever all proprietor- 
ship in your own works. )bu enjoy them just as if they were 
someone else's: without pride and without modesty.' 
'That'll be grand.' said the Ghost without enthusiasm. 14 
(pp. 74-75) 
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... I. .. exclaimed, 'Hullo! We've left the ground. 
It was true. Several hundred feet below us, already half 
hidden in the rain and mist, the wet roofs of the town appeared, 
spreading without a break as far as the eye could reach. (p.16) 
this basic similarity, a trip by bus upward from dreary city (or, in 
Forster's case, a dreary suburb) to a type of heaven, is unusual enough 
to suggest that Lewis may have been influenced by Foster, although, as 
is usual in such comparisons, it does not factually prove it. One further 
similarity might be noted: in Lewis, the major model is Dante's Divine 
Comedy; in Forster, the third omnibus driver is Dante himself--iiiCil\iS 
horses are three, black, i:rey and white, parallel to the three realms 
ot Dante's poem. It is difficult to believe that Lewis would not have 
heard of Forster's story-after all, "The Celestial Omnibus" is a famous 
modern short story-or that he would not have read it l! he had heard or 
It. 
The introduction of Dante into the discussion of Forster's story 
prepares us, in a limit.eel way, for the next two analogues. Not only are 
these final two sources influenced by Dante, but also they were written 
by friends or Lew1s--fellow members of the Oxford group or Inklings. 
Of these two, the work which was written first and published last is a 
story by J. R.R. Tolkien, "Leaf by Niggle." It was written in the period 
or 1938 or 1939, and not published witll 1947. 6 However, since the Ink- 
lings normally read their works-in-progress to each other, we may eon- 
jecture that Lewis heard the story soon after It was written. /Is with 
Forster's story, the parallels between the fictions of Tolkien and Lewis 
suggest, but do not prove, that Lewis was influenced by his friend's work. 
The first parallel Tolkien's work shares with Forster as well as 
1-ewis: a "carriage" trip to another world. Forster used horse-drawn 
omnibuses, Lewis a modern bus, and Tolkien uses a train. In Tolkien's 
story, a Driver appears with a "carriage," as he call it, to take Niggle 
to the train (p. 79); almost as soon as the train starts, it goes into a dark 
tunnel (p. 80), which we may take as a symbol for death. l•'rom the train 
station In which Niggle awakes, he Is taken by ambulance to the Work- 
house Infirmary (p. 80); later, he is released from the hospital and re- 
turns to tbe train station: this time his train is described: 
.•. there was a very pleasant little local train ... : one coach, 
and a small engine, both very bright, clean, and newly painted. 
It looked as if this was their first run. Even the track that 
lay in front of the engine looked new: the rails shone, tbe 
chairs were painted green (here, chair in the sense or a sup- 
port or carriage of a railroad rail), and the sleepers gave off 
a delicious smell of fresh tar in the warm sunshine. The 
coach was empty. (pp. 84-85) 
In this empty train, which contrasts witb Lewis's crowded bus, Niggle 
journeys into tbe countryside; then, a!ter a further journey, deeper into 
the countryside, by bicycle, Niggle stops (p. 85). It would be Impossible 
to say that Tolkien's train directly m!luenced Lewis's use of a bus, but 
there is at least a general simHarity. 
The second parallel is also a general one. In The Great Oivorce, 
ln the passage about the bus landing at the edge of Heaven, quoted in tbe 
first part or Uus essay, both "a level, grassy country" and tall trees are 
mentioned, although Lewis does not make clear what area is covered by 
grass and what by trees. Some of the subsequent adventures occur in 
the open--Lewis meets Macdonald, as has been said, sitting on a rock 
"on a little knoll," where only two or three pinetrees grew (p. 59). Some- 
what earlier, on the other hand; Lewis decided to avoid the Spirits when 
they approached tbe Ghosts: "A grove of huge ceders to my right seemed 
attractive and I entered it" (p. 30). Tolkien is much more specific, but 
then he is writing a parable about an artist--and his artist, Niggle, paint- 
ed mainly one large landscape during bis ll!e; at the end or the bicycle 
ride, Niggle rediscovers his picture: 
(Niggle) found that the path on which he bad started had dis- 
appeared, and lhe bicycle was rolling along over a marvellous 
turf. lt was green and close; and yet he could see every blade 
distinctly. Ile seemed to remember having seen or dreamed 
of that sweep or grass somewhere or other. The curves of 
the land were familiar somehow. Yes: the ground was becom- 
ing level, as it should, and now, of course, it was beginning 
to rise again. A great green shadow came between him and 
tbe sun. Niggle looked up, and fell off bis bicycle. 
Before him stood the Tree, his Tree, finished. lf you 
could say that of a Tree that was alive, its leaves opening, 
its branches growing and bending in the wind tbat Niggle had 
so often felt or guessed, and had so often failed to catch. . .. 
After a time Niggle turned towards the For-est; Not be- 
cause he was tired of the Tree, but he seemed to bave got 1t 
all clear in bis mind now. and was aware of it, and of its 
growth, even when he was not looking at it, without its losing 
that particular charm. He had never before been able to walk 
into the distance without turning it into mere surroundings. 
lt really added a considerable attraction to walking in the 
country, because, as you walked, new distances opened out; 
so that you now had double, treble, and quadruple distances, 
doubly, trebly, and quadruply enchanting. You could go on and 
on, but not perhaps for ever. There were the Mountains in 
the background. They did get nearer, very slowly. They 
did not seem to belong to the picture, or only as a link to 
something else, a glimpse through the trees of something 43 
1 doubt that this similarity or tight-drawn riddle-strings and banjo-strings 
has much importance other than to show Lewis had read Kipling--some- 
thing which Lewis's essay, "Kipling's World" (collected in They Asked 
for a Paper (London: Georrrey Bies, Ltd •• 1962), pp. 72-92), shows 
far more thoroughly. There Is a possible parallelism in content between 
the story and the book, however: in Kipling's story, Charlie dreams or 
previous incarnations; in Lewis's book, Lewis (the character) dreams or 
the after'Iife, But as we have seen in the discussion of the Medieval 
Analogues, there are papallels in earlier literature which are far closer. 
Kipling's story appears in his 1893 volume, Many Inventions; we 
now turn to a twentieth-century book, Algernon Blackwood's The Empty 
House, which appeared in 1906. This was Blackwood's first collection 
of short stories, his Cirst book in fact, and it contains one, rather odd 
parallel to Lewis's book in the story entitled "The Wood or the Dead". 
In this tale the narrator, on a walking tour, meets a ghost one afternoon 
in an inn. Later, rrom the Inn-keeper's daughter, he learns that this 
ghost, while still a man, would see the spirits or those about to die en- 
tering a near-by grove of pine-trees; now that he was dead, he would 
reappear 3ust before someone was to die in the village. Since the ghost 
has invited the narrator to the grove at midnight (no, this is not a story 
about the narrator's death), he goes to the wood; here is the passage: 
Instantly the shadows closed in upon me and "something" 
came forward to meet me from the centre of the darkness. It 
would be easy enough to meet my Imagination haU-way with 
racr, and say that a cold hand grasped my won and led me by 
invisible paths into the unknown depths or the grove; but at any 
rate, without stumbling, and always with the positive know- 
ledge that I was going straight towards the desired object, l 
pressed on con!1denUy and securely into the wood .... 
And, at leneth, we came to a comparatively open space 
where the trees halted upon us ror a while, and, looking up, 
I saw the white river or the sky beginning to yield to the rn- 
rtuence of a new hght that now seemed spreading swiftly a- 
cross the heavens. 
"It Is the dawn coming," said the voice at my side that I 
certainly recogn1z.ed, but which seemed almost like a whis- 
pering from the trees, "and we are now In the hear or the 
Wood of the Dead." 
We seated ourselves on a moss-covered boulder and 
waited the coming or the sun. With marvellous swiftness, it 
seemed to me. the llght in the east passed into the radiance 
of early morning, and when the wind awoke and began to whis- 
per In the tree tops, the first rays of the risen sun Cell be- 
tween the trunks and rested in a circle of gold at our feet. 
(London:John Baker Publishers, Ltd., 1964; pp. 179-180) 
Although "the wood" Is drastically reduced at tbe meeting of Lewis and 
MacDonald in The Great Divorce, the scene seems to be an echo or that 
by Blackwood (whether or not Lewis had actually read tbe earlier story): 
'Where are ye going?' said a voice with a strong Scotch 
accent. I stopped and looked. . .. my flight had brought me to 
open country, I saw the mountains where the unchanging sun- 
rise lay, and in the foreground two or three pines on a little 
know, with some large smooth rocks, and heather. On one 
of the rocks sat a very tall man, almost a giant, with a flow- 
ing beard. (p. 59) 
No doubt it could be, quite possibly is, a coincidence, but the two ghost 
stories, with woods (elsewhere in Lewis), sunrises (at the end of Lewis), 
and boulder-seats, seem unusually alike. 
The next parallel is an even more probable influence; it is the 
ht!e story of a volume appearing five years later, E.M. Forster's ~ 
Celestial Omnibus, and Other Stories (1911). In Forster's story as well 
as Lewis's book, a bus leaves from a dreary city and goes to a heaven. 
But there are differences. ln Forster's "The Celestial Omnibus," a 
horse-drawn omnibus (of various sorts, according to the author-driver) 
leaves Surbiton in tbe fog and arrives, across a rainbow bridge, at an 
imaginative heaven, where characters famous in literature live, which 
heaven is first seen according to the boy who goes there, as "precipices 
(which) show untrodden green. "3 In Lewis's The Great Divorce, the 
motor-driven 'bus4 leaves the lnlernal City (not so named) and arrives 
at a like pastoral heaven, in a passage quoted in Part I. Perhaps two 
parallel passages will indicate the likeness: 
Meanwhile the Light grew stronger, though tbe fog did not dis- 
perse. It was now more like mist tban fog, and at times would 
travel quickly across them (the boy and his first driver), as 
if it was part of a cloud. They had been ascending, too, in a 
most puz.zling way; for over two hours the horses had been 
pulling against the collar, and even if it were Richmond Hill 
they ought to have been at the top long ago. Perhaps it was 
Epsom, or even the North Downs; yet the air seemed keener 
tban that which blows on either. And as to the name of their 
destination, Sir Thomas Browne was silent. 5 
Tbus Forster, reflecting the boy ls point of view (and his confusion on 
his first trip); Lewis likewise has the fog and the trip upward, but his 
brief description also recalls the end of Forster's tale, where Mr. Bons, 
accompanying the boy on his third trip, is able to see only London be- 
neath him. when the omnibus arrives in the Literary heaven. Here is 
Lewis's description of the upward trip: 
4
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not visible, of course: there was no line, or fence, or wall; 
but they knew that they had come to the margin of that country. 
They saw a man, he looked like a shepherd; he was walking 
towards them, down the grass-slopes that led up into the Moun- 
tains. 
'Do you want a guide?' he asked. 'Do you want to go on?• 
For a moment a shadow fell between Niggle and Parish, 
for Niggle knew that he did now want to go on, and (in a sense) 
ought to go on; but Parish did not want to go on, and was not 
ready to go on . 
. . . (Niggle shook Parish's hand warmly: a good, firm, 
honest hand it seemed. . .. he .•• went off with the shepherd. 
He was going to learn about sheep, and the high pasturages, 
and look at a wider sky, and walk ever further and further to- 
wards the Mountains, always uphill. Beyond that I cannot 
guess what became or him. Even little Niggle in his old home 
could glimpse the Mountains far away, and they got into the 
borders of his picture; but what they are really like, and what 
lies beyond them, only those can say who have climbed them. 
(pp. 88-90) 
Several parallels in Lewis to the journey to the mountains have been 
quoted in the first Part or this paper: particularly that of the young man 
who rides the white stallion there. 8 But the shepherdness of George 
Macdonald upon Lewis's first sight of him in The Great Divorce also ties 
into the above quotation from Tolkien: 
On one oftherocks sat a very tall man, almost a giant, with 
a nowlne beard. I had not yet looked one or the Solid People 
in the face. Now, when I did so, I discovered that one sees 
them with a kind of double vision. Here was an enthroned and 
shining eod, whose ageless spirit weighed upon mine like a 
burden of solid gold: and yet, at the very same moment, hero 
was an old weather-beaten man, one who might have been a 
shepherd--such a man as tourists think simple because he is 
honest and neighbours think 'deep' for the same reason. His 
eyes had the far-seeing look of one who has lived long in open, 
solitary places ..• (p. 59) 
In Tolkien, the imagery Is that of a shepherd, sheep, and pastures, al- 
though most readers will recognize these terms as metaphoric, based 
on the religious traditions found in the Twenty-Thrlrd Psalm and some 
or Christ's parables; In Lewis, the image is that or a rather Wordsworth- 
ian rustic, a man "who might have been a shepherd." But both shepherd- 
guides, met at the edges or Heaven, belong at least to the same tradition: 
one of the earliest non-Bllblical Christian writings is an account of an 
angelic visit entitled "The Shepherd of llermes." 
The sixth and final parallel is not of the same sort which I have 
examined. So Car the parallels have been in the images: a mechanical 
ride to natural landscape, where the protagonist is met by a shephcrd- 
like man to be guided lo the far mountains which symbolize Heaven; but 
the last parallel lies in the fact that the two works have, or seem to have, 
strongly autobiographical elements to them. In the case of The Great 
Divorce, this element is quite certain: it lies in Lewis's indebtedness 
'iO"MaCdonald for, through his books, guiding him back to the Christian 
faith. The passage In which Lewis attempts to tell Macdonald this was 
quoted in the first part of this paper; what makes it certain that this is 
not JU&t fiction is that Lewis says the same thing n two other, non-fiction- 
al passages. He says it in his "Preface" to his collection of passages 
Crom Macdonald--mainly Crom his sermons--entltled George Macdonald: 
An Anthology (London: Geoffrey Bies, Ltd., 1946; pp. 20-22), and he 
says it in his autobiography, Surprised by Joy, in the eleventh chapter 
(London: Geoffrey Bies, Ltd .• 1955; pp. 168-171). The autobiographical 
clement in "Leaf by Niggle" is not strictly provable but almost certainly 
there, I believe. Let me begin with Niggle working on bis main picture: 
There was one picture in particular which bothered him. 
It had begun with a leaf caught in the wind, and it begun with 
a leaf caught in the wind, and it became a tree; and the tree 
grew, sending out innumerable branches, and thrusting out 
the most fantastic roots. Strange birds came and settled on 
the twigs and had to be attended to. Then all round the Tree, 
and behind it, through the gaps in the leaves and boughs, a 
country began to open out; and there were glimpses of a forest 
marching over the land, and of mountains tipped with snow. 
Niggle lost interest in his other pictures; or else he took them 
and tacked them on to the edges or his great picture. Soon 
the canvas became so large that be had to get a ladder; and he 
ran up and down it, putting in a touch here, and rubbing out a 
patch there. (pp. 73-74) 
I would suggest that this is an allegory, whether conscious or uncon- 
scious, of Tolkien working on his myth or Middle Earth: the material 
which has so far appeared as The Hobbit (1937), The Lord of the Rings 
(1954-1955), and The Adventures of Tom Bombadil (1962). Parallel to 
Niggle's beginning leaf was Tolkien's linguistic beginning: "The invention 
of language is the foundation. The 'stories' were made rather to provide 
a world for language than the reverse. "9 From this linguistic beginning 
developed the history of the Three Ages of Middle Earth, which Tolkien 
told, at least in part, in The Silmarillion; the original version of this 
book, if what information we have is correct, was refeeted by publish- 
ers. 10 Tolkien has since reshaped from or added to his original work 
the books be has published--much like Niggle working on his picture. 
different, a further stage: another picture. (pp. 85-86) 
Thus Lewis and Tolkien both have grasslands and woods, although Tol- 
kien's are more detailed. They also have far mountains, but those will 
be discussed in four papagraphs. 
Grasslands and woods may not be an unusual landscape, although 
few writers have used them for the borders of Heaven (one might mention 
as an exception Dante, who put them In the Garden of Eden on top of Mount 
Purgatory); however, there Is another parallel between Lewis and Tolkien 
in this regard: each describes in detail a single tree. Lewis's tree is 
partly inspired by the Garden of the Heaper-rdea, where the golden apples 
hung: 
Before me green slopes made a wide amphitheatre, en- 
closing a frothy and pulsating lake into which, over ma.ny- 
eoloured rocks, a waterfall was pouring .... 
Near the place where the fall plunged into the lake there 
grew a tree. Wet with the spray, half-veiled in foam-bows, 
flashing with the bright, innumerable birds that Oew among 
its branches, it rose In many shapes of billowy foliage, huge 
as a fen-land cloud. From every point apples of gold eleamed 
through the leaves. 7 (pp. 45-46) 
Tolkien's tree does without the golden fruit and the waterfall, but does 
have birds like Lewis's: after Niggle has fallen from his bicycle at the 
sight of his Tree, and before he turns to the Forest, he looks: 
at the Tree. All the leaves he had ever laboured at were there, 
as he had imagined them rather than as he had made them; and 
there were others that had only budded In his mind, and msny 
that might have budded, 1£ only he had had time ••.• 
The birds were building In the Tree. Astonishing birds: 
how they sang! They were mating, matching, growing wings, 
and flying away singing into the Forest, even while he looked 
at them. (pp. 85-86) 
Grasslands, woods, and a tree with birds--not an unusual parallel, ex- 
cept that they depict the edge of Heaven. 
The third parallel has also to do with the settings as the edge of 
Heaven. but here the emphasis is on their Pureatorial nature. That 
Lewis uses a number of parallels from Dante's I Purgatorio was made 
clear in the first part of this paper {cf. also the discussion in Part I, 
note 10), so this aspect of Lewis's work only needs to be mentioned here. 
Tolkien divides his Purgatory into two parts: first. the Workhouse In- 
firmary, where Niggle learns to organize his time, to work hard, and 
to rest completely (p. 81). Then, after the two Voices of "a Medical 
Board, or perhaps a Court of Inquiry." (p. 82), pass on his case, he is 
sent to the second part of Tolkien's Purgatory, the place for "Gentle 
Threatment", (p. 83), his invented landscape. Tolkien'& use of a place 
for purgahon--the Workhouse lnfirmary--and his use of the two Voices, 
which reflect in their views the figures of Mercy and Justice in a med- 
ieval Morality Play, makes hls parable seems much more medieval (to 
me, at least) than Lewis's dream-vision with its echoes of Dante; but the 
difference lies mainly in what aspects of the medieval tradition they chose 
to emphasize: the topics are the same. 
The fourth parallel is connected to the fountain--"A little like 
Lethe"--mentioned in the conversation between the artists in Lewis's 
The Great Divorce. This, which was quoted inPart lof this paper, has, 
besides its Dantean papallel, a Tolkienian parallel. Lewis's fountain 
made an artist forget his propriatorship in his work; Dante's two streams 
made a soul forget his sins and then remember them without guilt; Tol- 
kien's spring is more generally helpful. After Niggle has been joined in 
his landscape by his former neighbor in the world, Parish, 
They went on living and working together (as they had in 
the world): 1 do not know bow long. lt is no use denying that 
al first they occasionally disagreed, especially when they got 
tired. For at first they did sometimes get tired. They found 
that they had both been provided with tonics. Each bottle had 
the same label: A few drops to be taken in water from the 
Spring. before restmg. 
They found the Spring in the heart of the Forest; only once 
long ago bad Niggle imagined it, but he bad never drawn it. 
Now be perceived that it was the source of the lake that glim- 
mered, far away {. ) and the nourishment of all that grew in 
the country. The few drops made the water astringent, rath- 
er bitter, but invigorating; and it cleared the head. After 
drinking they rested along; and then they got up again and 
things went on merrily. At such times Niggle would think of 
wonderful new flowers and plants, and Parish always knew 
exactly how to set them and where they would do best. Long 
before the tonics were finished they bad ceased to to (sic) need 
them. lU {p. 88) 
This parallel between Lewis and Tolkien involves, respectively, two art- 
ists in dialogue and one artist with a friend; but certainly the function of 
the fountain and the tonic-laden spring are not the same--so far as pre- 
cine function is concerned, Lewis is closer to Dante. 
The fifth parallel involves two elements: far mountains as an image 
of Heaven, and a shepherd as a guide. In Tolkien's "Leaf by Niggle" 
these two elements are closely combined, for Tolkien echoes John Bun- 
yan's Delectable Mountains with their Shepherds and Dante's Mount Pur- 
gatory which the souls ascent when they feel themselves ready: 
(Niggle and Parish) set out next day, and they walked un- 
til they came right through the distartces to the Edge. It was 44 5
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so cruel to me. She won't cry. I only want to see you cry." 
It tried to lift its hands, but they only waggled. The body 
drooped, and the head fell on one side. So askew, it continued 
to emit sounds mostly indistinguishable. Now and then a sen- 
tence stood out. It said at last, clearly and with a slight gig- 
gle: "Betty looked so fuMy when she cried. I want to see 
Betty cry." 
... " ... Betty, you used to be frightened of me. I want 
you to be frightened of me." (p. 208) 
This desire to possess another soul (Father Simon, on p. 159, reflects 
on Evelyn's desire to possess just .2!!!::. other soul) is also shown in Lew- 
is's The Great Divorce, particularly by the Chost Wife who wants back 
her husband, Robert (pp. 77-81), and Pam, the Choat Mother, who wants 
her son, Michael (pp. 82-87). Lewis and Macdonald discuss this last 
case after the salvation of the young man with the lizard: 
'But am I to tell them at home that this man's sensuality 
proved less of an obstacle than that poor woman's love for her 
son? For that was, at any rate, an excess of love. ' 
'Ye'll tell them no such thing,' replied sternly. 'Excess 
or love, did ye say? There was no excess, there was defect. 
She loved her son too little, not too much. If she had loved 
him more there'd be no difficulty. I do not know how her af- 
fair will end. But It may well be that at this moment she's 
demanding to have him down with her in Hell. That kind is 
sometimes perfectly ready to plunge the soul they say they 
love ln endless misery if only they can still in some fashion 
possess 1t .... ' (pp. 95-96) 
or course, the perversions of marital and motherly love in Lewis's book 
are not quite the same thing as Evelyn's sadistic desire for Betty, but 
all of them arc based upon the desire for possession of another. Lewis 
elsewhere, in The Screwtape Letters and "Screwtape Proposes a ·roast," 
uses the image of demons devouring each other or devouring the souls of 
the damned to suggest the ultimate rn possession of another. 13 
Thus far I have suggested that the meetings of ghosts with theit' 
asking of forgiveness, their freedom from evil control lf saved, and thc1r 
desire for control of another lf damned are similar in The Creal Divorce 
and All Hallows' Eve; one more parallel will complete what 1 have to say 
of the meeting of ghosts. Near the end or Williams' book, after the dwarf- 
ish body has been dissolved, after Father Simon rs dead, there is a final 
meeting, and par-ting , or the ghosts and Detty Wallingford: 
(The two ghosts) seemed to be in their earthly shapes, their 
earthly clothes. Betty took a step or two towards them, and 
there, in an overpowering ordinariness, they stood, as any 
three young women might, deciding occupation, exhangmg 
chat. It was Evelyn who spoke. lier eyes darting from Betty 
to Lester and back, she said: "Don't you interfere with me. 
I won't let you. l won't. Don't try." 
Lester said: "Look, Evelyn, we've often gone out togeth- 
er; let's do it again. Come with me to-day and we'll think 
what there ls to do. " 
Betty made a motion to speak, but Lester smiled at her 
and she ceased. The voices and the words might have been of 
any moment in the past. Lester went on: "Come, you might 
as well. I'm sorry ii I've been ... stupid. It was wrong. If 
I ever made use of you, come and make use of me. I only 
want you to. I do. l do. Let's go and see what we can find!" 
Evelyn said: "I suppose you tlunk that's kind. You think 
it's clever to be kind, don't you? I always hated being with 
you, and'I daresay sooner or later I can find someone else 
there, thank you. " 
"Yes," said Lester, "I'm afraid you may." 
The words, to all but Evelyn, brought a sinister thought 
of that other strange world (i.e., Hell). But Evelyn was past 
noting even that. (pp. 235-236; Williams' clipses) 
One of the offers of a Spirit to a Ghost in Lewis's book to help the Ghost 
towards salvatlon--to be a God-bearing image--was quoted in the first 
part of this paper, and any reader of The Great Divorce will remember 
how many such offers there were, so I need not offer proof of similarity 
at this point, only a reminder. And in Williams' book, sometimes in 
Lewis's book, the ghost refuses the offer. 14 
Thus far the similarities noted between The Great Divorce and 
All Hallows' Eve have been similarities of authorial views: there is 
nothing to prove any definite cross-influence. For example, that both 
Lewis and Williams thought of eternity as timeless proves nothing: so 
did Boetbius in the sixth century A. D. or course, my title onl;:t says 
"Analogues" on this part of my paper: parallels arc all that I Mn claim- 
ing to illustrate. But it would be nice to have a more precise cross- 
in!luence, for we know from Moorman's The Precincts of Felicity that 
Williams' All Hallows' Eve was read aloud to the Inklings as it was writ- 
ten (p. 24), and perhaps The Great Divorce was alos thus read. Some 
possible influences one way or the other, such as the dwarf husband whom 
Sarah Smith meets in Lewis's book, do not seem close enough to prove 
definite influence. But I think l have found one parallel unusual enough 
to strongly suggest (not actually to prove, as I have said before, for no 
parallel absolutely proves) an influence. •5 I refer to the concept of try- 
ing to capture the essence of light in an oil painting; perhaps painters 
often try to make that capture, but it is rare indeed for fiction writers 
to make reference to painters attempting it. Io the case of Lewis, I 
Further, any reader of The Lord of the Rings remembers the several 
forests and the two mountain ranges which tie that work to the matter of 
Niggle's painting. Finally, Tolkien wrote "Leaf by Niggle," with this 
description of Niggle's working habits, 
in the same period (1938-39), when The Lord or the Rings was 
beginning to unroll itself and to unfold prospects of labour and 
explorauon in yet unknown country as daunting to me as to the 
hobblts. At about that time we had reached Bree, and I had 
then no more notion than they had of what had become of Can- 
dalf or who Strider was; and I had begun to despair of sur- 
viving to Cind out. (Tree and Leaf, p. 5) 
Therefore, I would suggest that Tolkien's parable about Niggle the artist 
can be read, and perhaps shoud be read, as a defense of Tolkien dedi- 
cating himself to the writing or a seemingly-endless heroic romance. If 
I am right, then The Great Divorce and "Leaf by Niggle" share not only 
some lmages--wh1ch may be a matter of Tolkien's influence on Lewis-- 
but also share highly different but equally interesting autobiographical 
meanings. 
I have suggested six parallels between these works by Lewis and 
Tolkien; I now turn to a number of similarities between The Crest Di- 
vorce gnd Charles Williams' All Hallows' Eve. A discussion of the sim- 
ilarities between these works in their use or the image of the City has 
been done by Charles Moorman in his book The Precincts of Felicity, 11 
but I know or no general comparison of the two. The general similarities 
probably should start with the most obvious point: they are both ghost 
stories. In Lewis's book, the ghosts leave the grey city behind them-- 
a city which can be equated to Dante's City or Dis for those who who stay 
there or who return to it--and v1s1t the edge of Heaven; in Williams' book, 
the ghosts are in London but a spirituahzed London of the afterlife, in 
which both salvation and damnation are possible: the latter is connected 
in the imagery to the entrances of the tubes--the subways, in American 
1diom--which lead Into darkness (pp. 17-18). 12 Moorman refers to the 
Cities in these two works as Transitional Cities, for from both salvation 
or damnation is still possih!e. And certainly, if we wish to apply theo- 
logical terms, Williams seems, Like Lewis, to place ms action before 
the Immediate or Particular Judgment. 
One general way to compare the two books is to consider Williams' 
Chapter Four, tilled "The Dream," as Lewis's book 1s subtitled "A 
Dream." In this chapter Betty Wallingford Is sent by her father, the 
evil magician called Father Simon, into the spiritual world; or, to be 
exact, her spirit is so sent. Her spirit, unlike her physical life, ls 
joyous (p. 74), somewhat as Sarah Smith in The Great Divorce is Joy- 
ous. Betty moves ln time as well as place, from October (p. 74) back 
to the previous July (p. 75) and then forward to the coming January (p. 77) 
and finally back to October again (p. 78). This is a dlfferent type or 
imagery but the same idea of eternity, or the spiritual world, as nrne- 
less which appears In The Great Divorce: Lewis shows this timelessness 
not only in the vision within the dream at the end, but also in George 
Macdonald's comments on Christ's Harrowing of Hell: "it was not once 
long ago that He did it. Time does not work that way when once ye have 
left the Earth. AU moments that have been or shall be were, or are, 
present in the moment of llis descending" (p. 114). Further, the meet- 
ing of Betty Wallingford with the two ghosts of the book, Lester Furnival 
and Evelyn Mercer--or, rather, her seeing or them and fleeing from 
Evelyn--leads to episodes which are parallel to the meetings or Lewis's 
book. 
For example, when Lester enters Betty's house and secs her there, 
she asks forgiveness or past neglect of Betty, and has to ask Betty's 
spirit to remember the episodes so she can forgive and Lester can be 
rorgwen (pp. 117-120); likewise, in Lewis's book, one of the first things 
which Sarah Smith docs upon meeting her husband, Frank is to ask his 
forgiveness: 
'Frank,' she said, 'before anything else, forgive me. For 
all l ever did wrong and for all I did not do right since the first 
day we met, I ask your pardon.' (p. 100) 
Related to the aftermath of this meeting in Lewis's book--Frank's damn- 
ation and Sarah's happiness despite that fact (discussed by Macdonald 
and Lewis on pp. 110-113)--may be a later episode in Williams' book 
where Evelyn asks Lester to enter with her body of a dwarfish woman 
which Father Simon has created by magic: 
Evelyn said: " ... Do come, Lester. It can't hurt you." 
Lester unexpectedly laughed. It was years since anyone 
bad laughed in that hall, and now the sounds, though low, was 
so rich and free, it so ran and filled the hall, that Evelyn gave 
a small scream, and the Clerk (Father Simon) turned his head 
sharply this way and that, and even the dwarf-woman seemed 
to gaze more intently before her, with unseeing eyes. "No," 
Lester said, "I don't think it can .... " (P. 175) 
Both Williams and Lewis suggest in these episodes that the saved--as 
Sarah Smith and Lester Furnival are--cannot be burl or constrained by 
the evil. 
Anothe episode which is parallel in Williams' novel to one of Lew- 
is's ghostly meetings shows the opposite situation: here it is desire of 
the damned--as Evelyn Mercer ultimately is--to hurt others. This takes 
place after Evelyn's spirit has entered the dwarfish body: 
"No-one, " said the dwarf with a slow effort and in a harsh 
imitation of Evelyn's voice, "cares about me. I don't expect 
much. I don't ask for much. I only want you, Betty. Lester's 
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I. F. N. Robinsom (ed.). The Works of Geoffrey Chaucer, Second 
Edition (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1957), p. 566. I 
accept the usual critical opinion that the A fragment of the Middle 
Engligh Romaunt of the Rose Is (or could be) by Chaucer. 
2. All quotations in this paper from The Great Divorce are from, and 
cite the page references for, the British edition (London: Geoffrey 
Bies, Ltd .• 1945). 
3. Discussed in C. S. Lewis, The Allegory of Love: A Study lll Med- 
ieval Tradition (New 'erk: Oxford University Press In 1936, well 
before the publication of The Great Divorce.) 
4. Cr. Robinson, p. 309. 
5. Since only one of the parallels between Dante and Lewis depends 
on the phrasing of the Italian, 1 have, with that one exception, quot- 
ed a translation throughout. 1 choose Doroth Sayers' translation 
in three volumes for Penguin Classics over those of John Ciardi 
and others because she was a friend or Lewis, although not a mem- 
ber of the Inkling Circle (she was a close friend or Charles Wil- 
liams, who was an Inkling and one of whose novels will be discussed 
In the second part or this essay); I hope her friendship with Lewis 
may Imply some common view or Dante (a thorough investigation 
of this point would necessitate a study or Charles Williams' The 
Figure of Beatrice (London: Faber and Faber, 1943), Lewis's 
three essays on Dante in his Studies In Medieval and Renaissance 
Literature (ed. by Walter Hooper; Cambridge: Cambridge Univer- 
sity Press, 1966), and Dorothy Sayers' two volumes of Dantean 
essays, lntroductoy Papers on Dante (London: Methuen and Com- 
pany, 1954) and Further Papers on Dante (London: Methuen and 
Company, 1957), to list the obvious starting points)--at least. she 
cites The Great Divorce in a note on p. 83 of her translation of the 
ln!erno. Here are the bibliographic references for the three vol- 
urnest cite by number and page in my text: 
Dorothy L.Sayers (trans.), The Comedy of Dante Ahghieri 
the Florentine: Cantica I: Hell (Baltimore, Maryland: 
Penguln Books (Penguin Classics, L6), 1949. 
Dorothy L. Sayers (trans.), The Comedy of Dante Alighieri 
the Florentine: Cantlca U: Purgatory (Baltimore, Mary- 
land: Penguln Books (Penguin Classics. L46), 1955. 
Dorothy L. Sayer<; and Barbara Reynolds (trans.), The Comedy 
of Dante Ali hleri the Florentine: Cantica UI: Paradise 
Baltimore, Maryland: Penguin Books Penguin Classics, 
Ll05), 1962. 
6. I am not enough of a Dantean scholar to know if anyone has suggested 
the angel who opens the gates of the City of Dis is actually Christ. 
The incident might well be taken as a symbolic re-enactment of the 
breaking open of the gate which surrounds all of Hell--!. iii. 10- 11 
(first described) and I. viii. 126 (mentioned as being without bars 
since Christ's Harrowing of Hell>. 
7. The use of the term "God-bearing image" originates, I believe, 
with Charles Williams: see his comparisons of Beatrice to the 
Virgin Mary, The God-bearer, in The Figure of Beatrice, pp. 29, 
79, and 222. (although he here refers to Beatrice as a God-bearer, 
and docs not use the precise phrase I quoted); certainly, whether 
she borrowed the full phrase from Williams or invented it to sum 
up his concept, Dorthy Sayers regularly uses my precise terms: 
see, for one example, "The Beatrician Vision in Dante and Other 
Poets, " The Poetry o.f Search and the Poetry of Statement (London: 
Victor Gollancz, Ltd,.; 1963), p, 52. 
8. Cf. Dorothy Sayers' note to her translation of Canto Thirty of the 
Purgatorio (Sayers, II, pp. 311-312). 
9. Dorothy Sayers, in the Passage cited in the previous footnote, 
attempts a four-fold Interpretation of Beatrice: literally, a Floren- 
tine woman; morally, the God-bearing image which becomes for the 
individual a sacramental experience; historically, the Sacrament 
(or, in St. Augustine's sense, the Church); and mystically, the 
principle of Affirmation (the union with God through images). Lit- 
erally, George Macdonald is a nineteenth-century author; morally, 
one of his books (not he himself) was a sacramental experience for 
young Lewis; historically, Macdonald, as I suggested in the text, 46 
F(X)TNOTES: PART I 
- the final one with Williams, suggest inOuence; others, such as those with 
Chaucer and the first one with Williams--that of timeless eternity-- 
suggest simply a common tradition. But what does either or these types 
matter? I suppose that we may say, with Cardinal Newman, that know- 
ledge is an intrinsic good for men, who are born curious; therefore, if 
we are curious about analogues, we are pursuing a human good. It is 
also true that, for some readers. a knowledge of analogues enriches a 
reading (other readers may simply be distracted by them). C. S. Lewis 
says in his autobiography that when he came to read Homer's llliad, he 
he was delighted to find it like Matthew Arnold's Sohrab and Rustum: 
Plainly, it does not matter at what point you first break into 
the system of European poetry (or prose literature). Only 
keep your ears open and your mouth shut and everything will 
lead you to everything else in the end--ogni parte ad ogni parte 
splelde. (Surprised by Joy (London: Geoggrey Bies. Ltd., 
• pp. 56-57) 
must return to the conversation between the artists which I have used in 
connection with Dante and Tolkien, but the portion Immediately previous 
to that quoted in Part l or this paper: 
(The Spirit tells the Ghost:) 'When you painted on earth-- 
at least In your earlier days--it was because you caught glimp- 
ses of Heaven in the earthly landscape. The success of your 
painting was that it enabled others to see the glimpses 
too. • .. ' (p. 73) 
(And a few speeches later:) ' ..• il you are interested In 
the country (the heavenly landscape) only for the sake of pain- 
ting it, you'll never learn to see the country (properly).' 
'But that's just how a real artist ls interested In the 
country.' - 
'No. You're forgetting,' said the Spirit.  'That was not 
how you began. Light Itself was your first love: you loved 
paint only as a means of telling about light. ' (p. 74) 
So Lewis; here is a description of a painting by Jonathan Drayton In 
Williams' novel: 
It was of a part of London after a raid--he (Richard Furn- 
ival, Lester's husband, who is looking at the painting) thought, 
of the City proper, for a shape on the right reminded him 
dimly of St .  Paul's At the back were a few houses, but the 
rest of the painting was a wide stretch of desolation. The 
time was late dawn; the sky was clear, the light came, it 
seemed at first, from the yet unrlsen sun behind the single 
group of houses. The light was the most outstanding thing 
In the painting; prcsenUy, as Richard looked, it seemed to 
stand out from the painting that all other details and elements 
were contained within it. They noated In that imaginary light 
as the earth docs In the sun's. The colours were so heighten- 
ed that they were almost at odds. Richard saw again what the 
critics meant when they said that Jonathan Drayton's paintings 
"were sbrW" or "shrieked", but he saw also that what pre- 
vented this was a certain massiveness. The usual slight dis- 
tinction between shape and hue seemed wholly to have vanish- 
ed. Colour was more intensely image than It can usually man- 
age to be, even In that art. A beam of wood painted amber 
was more than that; it was light which had become amber ln 
order to become wood. All that massiveness of colour was 
led, by delicate gradations almost like the vibrations of light 
Itself, towards the hidden sun; the eye encountered the grad- 
ations In their outward passage and moved Inwards towards 
their source. It was then that the style of painting came fully 
Into its own. The spectator became convinced that the source 
of that light was not only In that hidden sun; as, localized, it 
certainly was. "Herc lies the east; docs not the day break 
here?" The day dldn but the light did not, The eye, nearing 
that particular day, realized that it was leaving the whole full- 
ness of the light behind. It was everywhere In the painting-- 
concealed In houses and ln their orojected shadows, lying In 
ambush in the cathedral, opening lo the rubble, vivid in the 
vividness of the sky. It would everywhere have burst through, 
had It not chosen rather to be shaped Into forms, and to re- 
strain and change its greatness in the colours of those lesser 
limits. It was universal, and lived. (pp. 29-30) 
The critic hunting parallels can make· several comments on this passage. 
First, the operung of the paragraph-- "It was of a part of London after 
a raid"--may remind a reader that Lewis woke from bis dream to the 
sound of sirens. (Perhaps I should add that Williams' novel ls set im- 
mediately after World War Two, not during it; it was published in 1945- 
the year The Great Divorce finished its serial publication. Second, the 
sun which is on the verge of rising in the painting may remind him of 
the sun which is likewise placed in Lewis's book, until the conclusion, 
when it does rise. But third and most importantly, a reader may be 
forgiven for being critically certain that any Inkling who heard this pas- 
sage read would remember the concept or painting the essence of light. 
But that is not the fullness of the parallel: the first thing the Spirit 
in Lewi s+s book said to the Chost was that, when he had begun, he had 
painted the glimpses of Heaven which he had seen in earthly landscape. 
This may remind us to Wordsworth's Immortality Ode where "heaven 
lies about us in our infancy", where the child sees "the vision splendid" 
only to have it fade away as he grows older. But there is also a parallel 
to Williams' book. Williams does not suggest that this vision is limited 
to the youth of the artist; he simply suggests that Jonathan Drayton has 
captured the spiritual aspect or the City in his painting. In fact, the 
following passage appears when Betty's spirit is traversing the spirit- 
ualized London: 
..• the air seemed to heighten, and the light in it to grow, as 
if it proposed to her something of encouragement and hope. 
If she had seen Jonathan's ... picture she might have recognized 
the vibration of that light, though neither she nor anyone could 
have guessed why or how he had been permitted that under- 
standing of a thing he had never known In itself. 16 (pp. 78-79) 
So both the painting of the essence of light and this light as a symbol of 
Divine Light are parallel In the two books, and an interesting parallel 
to close on it is. 
However, one final question remains. Why are these analogues 
of interest? It is true that some of them, such as those with Dante and 
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mime, which delineated the inmost nature of his giant master. 
And these chessmen arc men and women as they appear to 
themselves and to one another In this world. And the silver 
table is Time. And those who stand and watch are the inmor- 
tal souls of those same men and women. Then verigo and ter- 
ror seized me and, clutching at my Teacher, I said, 'ls that 
the truth? Then is all that I have been seeing in this country 
false? These conversations between the Spirits and the Ghosts 
--were they only the mimicry of choices that had really been 
made long ago? ' 
'Or might ye not as well say, anticipations or a choice to 
be made at the end of all things? But ye'd do better to say 
neither. Ye saw the choice a bit more clearly than ye could 
see them on earth: the lens was clearer. But it was still 
seen through the lens. Do not ask of a vision in a dream 
more than a vision in a dream can give.' (p. 116) 
(The use of seven sentences beginning with~ to describe the 
vision sets the style apart from the rest of the book; perhaps Lewis 
meant It to echo, slightly, the King James Version of the Bible, 
which also has a fondness tor the device.) Thus, literally (within 
the dream) the souls of those on the edge or Hell make a trip to 
the edge of Heaven and choose wheter or not to stay; anagogically, 
these choices are the eternal choices made by men to accept or 
reject the Beatific Vision. 
w. II. Auden in his review or this book (" llcd Lizards and White 
Horses," The Saturday Review of Literature, 29:22 (April 13, 1946), 
pp. 22-23) complains or this transformation as being U1eologically 
unjustttled: "Now a horse m:i.y be a more complex creature than 
a lizard, but it is not a better one, and a universe in which all 
lizards were horses would be a less valuable universe." l.lut this 
is to ignore connotations: the red hzard wluspering in the young 
man's ear 1s meant to suggest the toad at the ear or Bve in Paradise 
Lost; such evil needs to be completely transformed. Also, as lust 
held the young man back, so now sancruied desire needs to urge 
or carry him forward--and a horse is a better mount than an alli- 
gator or a golden brontosaurus. (The transformations or serpents 
--a hall-way epic ccnventton-vrs used by Dante in the ~. xxrv- 
xxv, echoing Ovid and Stabus, as Milton was to use •t for his own 
purposes later 10 Paradise Lost; this episode may be considered 
another Dantean imitation by Lewis. ) 
l have not added the italics to the song which Lewis has; also I 
added a period after the first paragraph of the song and indented 
the second (the quotation mark beginning rt is in the text, but it 
is not indented). The idea or nature as be10g to man as man is to 
Cod appears several times lo Lewis's wrilings--the clearest state- 
ment of it is the chapter titled "Animal Pain" in The Problem of 
Pain where Lewis conjectures that animals may be saved through 
man{see pp. 126-128). (Evelyn Underhtll disagreed with Lewis's 
"tame animal" theory: see her third letter to him in Charles Wil- 
liams (ed.), The Letter of Evelyn Underhill (London: Longmans, 
Green, and Company, 1943), pp. 300-302.) In The Great Divorce 
this animal salvation is shown 10 the animals which appear around 
Sarah Smith (p. 99), but this song of Nature which desires man to 
be "our King of Justice and our High Priest" indicates the same 
idea, which is ultimately based upon Genesis 1:28. One may also 
compare Tirudril's unfallen relationship to animals with Sarah 
Smith's redeemed relationship: see Perelandra (New York: Mac- 
millan and Company, 1944), p. 52; and Trufnehunter's comment 
about Narnia to this song of Nature: "it's not Men's country ..• but 
it's a country for a man to be King or" in Prince Caspian (London: 
Geoffrey Bles, Ltd., 1951, pp. 61-65. 
The clause "the spiritual body lives along each thread and turns 
them into living organs" seems to echo Pope on spiders: "The 
spider's touch, how exquisitely fine!/ Feels at each thread, and 
llves along the line" (An Essay on Man, I, 217-218). But the echo 
does not seem to be significant. 
This passage seems to me to reflect Lewis's own psychology in 
two ways. First, the artistic flaws in almost all of Lewis's fiction 
(except Till We Have Faces) are probably due to Lewis's refusal 
to take trouble over his artistic work--perhaps because of a react- 
ion against the modern emphasis on art for art's {or reputation's) 
sake. Cf. Walter Hooper, "Preface" to C. S. Lewis, Of Other 
Worlds: Essays and Stories (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and 
World, 1966~. p, x: 11He usually wrote several drafts of a scholar- 
ly work such as The Discarded lmagc, although one draft was often 
sufficient for a work of fiction. 11 The fourth section of this essay 
will consider some aspects of the artistry of The Great Divorce. 
Second, Lewis had a strange (probably self-induced) faculty 
for forgetting his own works: cf. Walter Hooper, "Preface" to 
C. S. Lewis, Poems (London: Geoggrcy Bles, Ltd., 1964), p. vii; 
Owen Barfield, 11lntroduction" to Jocelyn Gibbs (ed.), Light on 
C. S. Lewis (London: Geoffrey Bies, Ltd., 1965), pp. xv-xvi 
(here a forgetting or a reference to himself, not one or his own 
works); and the letter from Lewis quoted in J. R. Christopher, 
"The Short Stories of C. S. Lewis, " forthcoming in Extrapolation. 
By the way, the repetition of without in the last three lines of 
the above quotation seems to me an effective device for emphasis. 
This essay by Miss Sayers first appeared in a Festschrilt entitled 
may well stand for the Church, or at least the prophetic/literary 
tradition of the Church (the reader will note echoes of Dante in 
Lilith, by the way); and mystically, neither Macdonald in The Great 
Divorce (for notice how unprepared Lewis the ghost was for the 
sunrise in the quotation given earlier, where the sun symboli1:es 
Christ on the Day or Judgment) nor his book (for Phantastes only 
began the process of Lewis's conver-sron) can quite match Beatrice 
as the Way to union with God. If we identify the author and his book 
(as I suggested that Dante did in us10g Virgil), then the first three 
levels of interpretation work fairly well. 
10. I have oversimplified The Great Divorce in this summary in so far 
as Lewis's terminology is concerned. I believe it valid to consid- 
er the Journey to the mountain (and over the mountains) as Pur- 
gatory, but Lewis has George Macdonald use Purgatory for a dif- 
ferent area. 
(Lewis asks,) 'But I don't understand. Is judgment not 
final? Is there really a way out of II ell into Heaven?' (This 
is apropos the whole concept of a bus trip from Hell to lleav- 
en.) 
'It depends on the way ey're us10g the words. If they 
leave that grey town behind it will not have been Hell. To any 
that leaves it, 1t is Purgatory. And perhaps ye had better 
not call this country Heaven. Not Deep Heaven, ye under- 
stand.' (llere he smiled at me.) 'Ye can call It the Valley or 
the Shadow of Life. And yet to those who stay here it will have 11. 
been lleaven from the first. And he can call those sad streets 
10 the town yonder the Valley or the Shadow of Death: but to 
those who remain there they will have been llell even from the 
beg10ntng. ' 
Although I quote only from p. 61, the marn drscusaion or Heaven, 
llell and Purgatory extends over pp. 60-64. (With the reference 
to the Refriger1um on p. 60, cf. Letters of C. S. Lewis (W. II. 
Lewis, ed.; London: Geoffrey Bles, Ltd., 1966), p. 306, where 
Lewis gives the sources or his knowledge or the concept. l l sus- 
pect that part of the reason for Lewis's vagueness about locale in 
the above quotation is that he did not Ukc to use concepts (such as 
Purgatory) which were not shared by all Christians: cf. the "Pref- 
ace" to Mere ChristianitY (New York: Macmillan, 1952), pp. vi- 
vu, on his attempts to avoid the differences between Christians, 
rather than the common factors. (Lewis himself believed in Pur- 
gatory: er. Letters to Malcolm (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and 12. 
World, 1964), pp. 107-109.) Tbe best gloss on the concepts or 
Heaven and llcll as Macdonald expresses them is found in the chap- 
ter entitled "Hell" in The Problem of Pam (London: Geoffrey Bies, 
Ltd., 1042)--a reference to the posstbillty or second chances for 
the dead is on p. 112. 
So much for my and Macdonald's uses or Purgatory. It might 
be useful to add that "Deep Heaven" in the above ~uotation, used 
as an m-joke between Macdonald and Lewis, refers to C. S. Lew - 
is's Ransom trilogy, where space (rn our usual space-night use 
of the word) is referred to as Deep Heaven. 
Finally (and totally unnecessarily in so far as my discussion 
of medieval analogues is concerned), I should like to add two com- 
ments about the theological point involved in the above quotation. 
First (as a preparation for the second), each soul (Ghost) chooses 
whethertoremain 10 Heaven or not. Macdonald says about the 
opposite choice a few pages later, 'The choice of every lost soul 
can be expressed in the words "Better to reign in Hell than serve 
in Heaven" (Milton, Paradise Lost, I, 263). There is always some- 
thing they insist on keeping, even at the price of misery. There 
is always something they prefer to Joy--that is, to reality.' (p. 64, 
my italics) Likewise, Dorothy Sayers, in her commentary on 13. 
Dante .I, iii. 126 (Sayers, I, p. 90), emphasizes that the damned 
desire Hell. 
Second, to expand the first point, we might say the whole 
concept of The Great Divorce is to give the reader a picture or the 
immediate Judgment: the decision of each individual soul at the 14. 
moment of death between itself and something else (ultimately, 
God). But it is also true that Lewis believed <;ternity lo be time- 
less {for s discussion or God's timelessness, ~ee the chapter en- 
titled "Time and Beyond Time" in Mere Christian:~· pp. _ 130- 
133); hence, in the timelessness of eterruty, thfs Immediate 
judgement" may also be the Final Judgment. (One of the few crit- 
ics to discuss this point disagrees with my analysis--see Charles 
Moorman, The Precincts of Felicity (Gainesville: University of 
Florida Press, 1966), p, 84, note 2, where be concluded the ac- 
tion of The Great Divorce takes place before the Particular Judg- 
ment.") My interpretation in terms of both the immediate and the 
Final Judgments is suggested by the vision (or the vision within 
the vision) near the end of the book: 
And suddenly all was changed. I saw a great assembly 
of gigantic forms all motionless, all in deepest suence, stand- 
ing forever about a little silver table an~ looking upon it. And 
on the table there were little figures like chessmen who went 
to and fro doing this and that. And I knew that each chessman 
was the idolum or puppet representative of some one or the 
great presences that stood by. And the acts and motions of 
each chessmen were a moving portrait, a mimicry or panto- 4 7 15. 
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doubt an interesting paper could be done on the similarities (and/ 
or differences) of the actual Macdonald and the character, but I 
have not tried to do it here. 
Rudyard Kipling, "'The Finest Story in the World'", in Many In- 
ventions (New York: Grosset and Dunlap, n. d.; copyright 1893 
by D. Appleton and Company), pp. 123-124. I owe this Identifi- 
cation to Dr. John Marlin Raines, Professor Emeritus of English 
at the University of Oklahoma. 
E. M. Forster, "The Celestial Ominibus", in The Collected Tales 
of E. M. Forster (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1959), p. 64. The 
phrase, of course, is Crom Keats' sonnet "To Homer", which the 
boy has been set to memorl7.e. Lewis's use of a cliff (p. 26) is 
much like Forster's precipices. 
Twice on p. 15 Lewis writes 'bus with an apostrophe; elsewhere, 
without it. - 
Forster, p. 59. 
For these dates, see the author's "lntroductory Note" to J. R.R. 
Tolkien's Tree and Leaf (London: George Allen and Unwin, Ltd., 
1964), p. 5. The citations hereafter of "Leaf by Niggle" will be 
to this volume (the story covers pp. 71-92). 
Lewis's description of this scene may be indebted to the description 
or the Garden of Eden in Milton's Paradise Lost. When Satan ap- 
proaches the Garden in Book IV, despite the Garden being on a 
mountain and Lewis's tree being in a dell, Miltoc call it "a woody 
Theatre" (I. 142), vs. Lewis's "a wide amphitheatre"; Milton 
writes or - 
a circline row 
OC goodliest Trees loaden with fairest Fruit, 
Blossoms and Fruits at once of golden hue 
Appear'd, witn gay enamell'd colors mixt: 
On which the Sun more glad lmpress'd his beams 
Than in fair Evening Cloud, or humid Bow, 
When God hath show'r'd the earth .... 
(11. 147-152) 
where Milton's "Fruits .•. of golden hue" matches Lewis's "apples 
of gold". Lesser echoes, not exact, are between Milton's "humid 
bow" and Lewis's "foam-bows", and Milton's "fair Evening Cloud" 
and Lewis's "fen-land cloud". 
I mentioned the Greek legend or the Garden or llesperides in 
the text before the quotation from Lewis; since Milton is adapting 
that legend in his poem at this point, there is no conflict of citation. 
Cf. also the journey into the mountains by the saved in Lewis's 
The Last Battle (London: The Bodley Head, 1956), pp. 173-176. 
Tolkien's comment was made in a statement to his publisher, which 
bas never been Cully released. The part I have used appears in 
Edmund Wilson's "Oo, Those Awful Ores!", Nation, CLXXXll 
(April 14, 1956), 312. --- 
This appears in an interview of Tolkien by Henry Resnik: the full 
interview was published in Nickas, No. 18 (Late Spring, 1967). 
My source is Lin Carter's Tolkien: A Look Behind "The Lord of 
the Rings" (New York: Ballantine Books, 1969), p, 27. 
Charles Moorman, The Precincts of Felicity: The Augusllntan 
City of the Oxford Christians (Gainesville: University of Florida 
Press, 1966), pp. 68-70. 
AU page references to Williams' work are to Charles Williams, 
All Hallows' Eve (London: Faber and Faber, Ltd., 1945). 
CC. Lewis's comment in bis PreCaci: to The Screwtape Letters and 
Screwtape Proposes a Toast (London: Geoffrey Ries. Ltd., 1961), 
pp. 10-11: 
I feign that devils can, in a spiritual sense, eat one another; 
and us. Even in human U!e we have seen the passion to dom- 
inate, almost to digest, one's Tellow; to make his whole intel- 
lectual and emotional U!e merely an extension of one's own-- 
to hate one's hatreds and resent one's grievances and indulge 
one's egoism through him as well as through oneself •... 
On earth this desire is often called "love". In Hell I 
feign that they recognise it as hunger. But there the hunger 
is more ravenous and a fuller satisfaction is possible. There, 
I suggest, the stronger spirit--there are perhaps no bodies to 
impede the operation--can reauy and irrevocably suck the 
weaker into itself and permanently gorge its own being on the 
weaker's outraged individuality. It is (I feign) for this that 
devils desire human souls and the souls or one another. It is 
for this tfiat Satan desires all his own followers and all the 
sons of Eve and all the most of heaven. His dream is of the 
day when all shall be inside him and all that says "I" £.an say 
it only through him. . .. 
Since I am thr'ough discussing the ghosts at this point, let me add 
that the whole 'concept in Lewis's book or the souls of the dead de- 
ciding between Heaven and Hell may be indebted to the ghosts who 
appear (before deciding to move on) in Williams' last two novels, 
Descent into Hell and this one, All Hallows' Eve. (Charles Moor- 
man suggests a similar point in his discussion of the City imagery 
in Lewis's book and the latter Williams' title--cf. The Precincts 
of Felicity, pp. 68-70; be does not mention the earlier Williams' 
book.) 
Cf. however Betty's vision on p. 203 of Lester standing beside the 
dwarf woman. 
Cf. also the description and discussion on pp. 132-135. 
12. 
A number of possible influences fall between my Medieval and Mod- 
ern Analogues: 
(I) Once critic--Chad Walsh in C. S. Lewis: Apostle to the Skep- 
tics (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1949), p. 139--says that 
Sir Thomas Browne's Religio Medici supplies the chess imagery 
for the vision within the dream near the close of The Great Divorce 
(quoted in Part I of this paper). My reading of the Religio Medici, 
admittedly done in baste, found no such imagery. Perhaps a dif- 
ferent work by Browne? (I! Browne did inspire this passage, there 
is an interplay of influences with Forster's use of Browne in "The 
Celestial Omnibus". which will be discussed later in this section.) 
(2) An echo of Pope was pointed out in Part I, note 13. 
(3) Another parallel is suggested by Lewis's title, The Great Di- 
vorce, which is meant to answer William Blake's The Marriage of 
~n and Hell (according to Lewis's PreCace, p. 7), but I do not 
find any allustions to Blake's series of visions in Lewis's vision 
itself. 
(4) Hans Christian Andersen's "A Vision of the Last Day", appear- 
ing in Tales or Grimm and Andersen, selected by Frederick Jacobi, 
Jr., and introduced by W. H. Auden (New York: Random House/ 
A Modern Library Giant, G-76, 1952), pp. 415-419, is an example 14. 
of another dream vision which takes the dreamer to a Christian 
afterworld; it is part of the tradition of The Great Divorce, but I 
do not suggest any direct influence. 
Thus a chronological list of seventeenth through nineteenth 
century sources. Of course, George Macdonald's writings pro- 
bably supply many or the ideas and perhaps even the phrasing of 
MacDonald (the character) in The Great Divorce. I have read only 
C. S. Lewis's George Macdonald: An Anthology (London: Geoffrey 
Bies, Ltd., 1941) and not the three volumes of Macdonald's Un- 15. 
spoken Sermons which Lewis cites as an influence on him (p. 18) 
and Crom which de draws most of the quotations in the book. No 48 16. 
I. 
FOOTNOTES: PART 11 
Essays Presented to Charles Williams (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1947); this original publication gave no editor, simply list- 
ing "Dorothy L. Sayers and others" as the authors. The "Prerace" 
and one or the essays are by Lewis. When the volume was re- 2. 
published by the William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company (Grand 
Rapids, Michigan: 1966), it claimed "Edited by C. S. Lewis" on 
the cover. I emphasize Lewis's ccnnectton to the volume because, 
although it appeared after Lewis's The Great Divorce, there are 
two possibilities as to influence or ideas beyond simply two people 3. 
seeing The Divine Comedy in the same way and relating their view 
In an essay and a fiction. First, the ideas about the colloquial 
nature or Dante's work (not a very unusua; idea, actually) and a- 
bout the humorous nature (a rarer idea) may have been circulated 
in discussion between Sayers and Lewis, possibly by means or 4. 
Charles Williams. Second, Lewis may have read Sayers' essay 
before he wrote his book: from the "Preface" (p. vi) clearly the 5. 
idea of the F'estschri!t existed before Williams' death (May 15, 6. 
1945) but not clear is whether any of the essays--particularly the 
one by Sayers--were written that early. Lewis's book began its 
serial publication on November 10, 1944. Of these two possibilit- 
ies, the first is the more likely. Dorothy Sayers says in the third 7. 
paragraph or her essay that she read The Divine Comedy Cor the 
first time after reading Charles Williams' The F'igure or Beatrice 
(1943); she says in her "Author's Preface" to F'urther Papers on 
Dante, p. vi, that the observations in the essay were originally 
made in a series or letters to Williams, being her "immediate 
impre&&lons." (Her essay, by the way is reprinted in this volume 
of Further Papers.) Thus either Crom Dorothy Sayers herself, or 
from Charles Williams, or trom reading her letters to Williams, 
or (less likely) Crom having her essay at hand tor the intended 
collection, Lewis could have been influenced by Sayers' views. 
But the points I make in the above essay do not depend on direct 
influence. 
By the way, an interesting, brief passage in which Dorothy 
Sayers seems to imitate The Great Divorce can be round in an 
essay, "Dante's Cosmos, also In F'urther Papers on Dante: i.n 
this essay, she develops a dialogue between Dante and a modern 
scientist, Eddington. Dante hears Eddington use the word influen- 
ces and says: --- 
-- That is not an Aristotelian category--it Is an astrological 
phase. Are you an astrologer? 
EDDINGTON: God forbid. 8. 
DANTE: lie has forbidden it. (p. 81) 
This 1951 essay seems io echo a discussion in the last section of 9. 
The Great Divorce; Macdonald tells Lewis, 
' ... Give no poor fool the pretext to think ye are claiming 
knowledge of what no mortal knows. I'll have no Swedenborgs 
and no Vale Owens among my children. ' 10. 
'God forbid, Sir,' said I, trying to look very wise. 
'He has forbidden it. That's what I'm telling ye.' (p. 117) 
The two passages I quote Crom "• .•• And Telling you a Story': 
a Note on The Divine Comedy" in the text of this essay appear on 11. 
on pp. 4 and 20 or the Festschrift and on pp. 4 and 19-20 of Further 
Papers on Dante. ---- 
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